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Why

Cross calibrations and comparisons of 
detector measurements is mandatory 
to exploit the single detector results 
but also to fully extract information 
from the space radiation environment

This is still difficult to perform but …



Measurement times
- LIDAL from January 19th 2020
- DOSTEL from Jan 1st 2020
- REM from  Sept  17 2021

When

Altitude would not be an issue during 
the considered period



What: LIDAL

GF: 15.32 𝑐𝑚! 𝑠𝑟 (bi-directional)

49 cm 18 Si planes: [0.038 x (2 x 8) x 8] cm3

2 Scint. planes.: [0.4 x (8 x 2) x 8] cm3 



What: REM



What: DOSTEL

Each DOSTEL consits of two Canberra PIPS (Passivated Implanted Planar Silicon) detectors
forming a telescope.
Each detector has a thickness of 315 µm and an active area of 6.93 cm2. 
The distance between the two detecots of 1.5 cm defines an opening angle of 120°.
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Where: DOSTEL site (fixed)



Where: LIDAL X / REM



Where: LIDAL Y



Where: LIDAL Z/REM



Flux rate 1 day



Dose rate 1 day



Flux rate 5 min



Dose rate 5 min



Flux vs L



Flux vs L expanded



Dose vs L



Flux rate 5 min, 2022 Jan 19th 



Flux rate 5 min, 2022 Jan 19th 



Flux rate 1 day only GCR



Dose rate 1 day only GCR



Flux rate 5 min, 2020 Jun 29th 



Flux rate 5 min, 2021 Jun 29th



Flux rate 5 min, 2022 Mar 07th



In the average 27±5 %

Flux amplitude peak ratios in the SAA



The continuous line is the bisector (Identity) 

The dashed line considers a 39% geometrical shadow from the Earth

Flux comparison (5 min)



Flux amplitude ratios in GCR



Flux amplitude ratios in GCR



With respect with one solar cycle ago fewer SPEs and 
almost none in a period to be measured inside the ISS

SPEs old and new



SPE October 28th 2021



SPE October 28th 2021



The major detector characteristics leading to differences in measurements:

- Differences in geometrical acceptance of the detectors 
à difference in the shielding within view angle
à difference in measuring non-isotropic radiation

- Differences in the triggering modes (energy acceptance)

- Reconstruction algorithms (especially for LIDAL and REM)
- How to consider the Earth shadow

Remarks

à Data refinements
à Calibration refinements
à SAA studies
à SPE evaluations 

The DORELI intercomparison had effects on



Trivial things ßà lengthy process:
- Measurement units
- Date units
- Not availability of data for some periods (‘holes’)
- Ancillary data (Alt Lon Lat B L) {…. are all ancillary data OK?} - how to get them fast and correct
- GOES (or similar) availability

Obvious messages ßà good to repeat
- Metadata are important: how to collect them in the most efficient way

Initial proposal for a To Do List
- Effort to write metadata and procedure (algorithms) in a usable (for all) and comparable way
- Work on the same set of cleaned data
- understand the differences to exploit the detectors
- Set up a ‘fast cycle’ analysis group 

Further
- Spectra
- ‘Real time’
- Etc …

Take home messages and TDL



Trivial things ßà lengthy process:
- Measurement units
- Date units
- Not availability of data for some periods (‘holes’)
- Ancillary data (Alt Lon Lat B L) {…. are all ancillary data OK?} - how to get them fast and correct
- GOES (or similar) availability

Obvious messages ßà good to repeat
- Metadata are important: how to collect them in the most efficient way

Initial proposal for a To Do List
- Metadata and procedure (algorithms) in a usable (for all) and comparable way
- Use the same set of cleaned data
- understand the differences to exploit the detectors
- Set up a ‘fast cycle’ analysis group 

Further
- Spectra
- ‘Real time’
- Etc …

DORELI take home messages and TDL

IN GREEN THE ISSUES THAT CAN BE SOLVED BY RadLab



Flux rate 5 min, 2022 Jan 19th 



Flux rate 5 min, 2022 Jan 19th 

With RadLab:

http://osdr-visualization-stage-1.smce.nasa.gov/radlab/, https://forms.gle/3y2sAHLqPbf62hQ79

http://osdr-visualization-stage-1.smce.nasa.gov/radlab/
https://forms.gle/3y2sAHLqPbf62hQ79
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Thank you for your attention 
and … please

Comments! Questions!!


